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Abstract  

 

The purpose of this work is to investigate the techniques with which we can shape a laser 

beam and test one of them. Using optics and mechanics together, we are able to create a 

method of shaping such an intense beam of light. The concentration of this thesis is to study a 

technique of shaping the laser beam spot on different surfaces in a way that benefits us most 

from the optics we have at our disposal. Turning the occurring circular laser spot to a 

rectangular one that we can control in height and width.  
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Chapter I: Introduction 

 

The fear of darkness vanished when man discovered fire. Until then, man knew only the 

natural sources of light. Later, light sources evolved into different artificial forms. Physicists 

had worked to create devices for producing powerful beams of light. This resulted in the 

invention of lasers. Lasers are an important milestone in the field of engineering and science. 

From a barcode scanner to intruder detection in high security areas. From optical tweezers to 

cutting off high strength materials. From removing body art to high-accuracy eye surgery, 

lasers are everywhere. That poses an important question, how can we shape this strong beam 

of light and use it for our needs? Laser technology is one of the results of our advances in 

optics and science. Its uses are becoming greatly diverse in manufacturing, laser technology 

is used for precision cutting, scanning, polishing, engraving, and many other uses. In order to 

use laser technology efficiently, it would be necessary to control the spot which the laser 

makes on different surfaces. Specifically, controlling the shape, dimensions, and intensity of 

the laser spot. This paper will investigate a technique of shaping the laser beam to produce 

the desired rectangular spot. This technique requires an arrangement of different optical 

elements to form a system where the laser light refracts and we achieve the required 

dimensions.  

 

LASER is an acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. A laser 

is not a typical source of light, it’s unlike a flashlight or a light bulb. A laser is a device that 

stimulates atoms or molecules to emit light at unique wavelengths and amplifies it, resulting 

in a very narrow beam of radiation. It emits light through stimulated emissions of radiation 

which is a process that increases the intensity of light. The emission typically only occupies a 

small range of visible, infrared, and ultraviolet wavelengths. Which gives lasers their 

monochromatic nature. There have been several different types of lasers produced, each with 

its own set of characteristics. Laser light has four qualities that make it different from 

ordinary light, these characteristics are coherence, directionality, monochromatic, high 

optical intensity. Radiation is emitted when excited electrons jump to a lower energy level 

within the atom. Electron transition refers to the process of electrons moving from a higher 

energy level to a lower energy level or from a lower energy level to a higher energy level. 
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The electron transition occurs naturally in ordinary light sources and occurs randomly in 

time. One way to achieve this is stimulated emissions. Stimulated emissions are the process 

when a photon interacts with a high energy electron and forces it back to a lower energy 

level. This process results in the release of energy in the form of light. (1) 

 

Laser engraving is a process that involves the evaporating of material. When the laser hits the 

surface of the material, Photons are absorbed by the material, and due to the high energy 

density in the laser beam there is no time for heat dissipation, which results in local melting 

and evaporating of the material. This leaves a permanently engraved spot which is required 

from laser engraving. This happens through an engraving machine. Laser engraving machines 

are usually made up of three crucial parts: a laser, controller, and a surface. The laser is the 

tool for drawing while the controller determines the speed of its movement and directionality. 

The surface is usually made of material which the laser beam can act on. For this, it would be 

optimal if we can alter the laser spot from a circular to a rectangular spot which we can 

change the width and height of depending on the application. Laser Engraving is a field 

where laser beam shaping techniques are required for optimal results.  

 

Figure 1, Laser Engraving Scheme (2) 

 

Another field where laser beam shaping is needed is laser polishing. In theory, polishing 

happens in metals when a thin surface layer is melted by means of radiation (with a laser). In 

its molten phase the surface roughness is smoothened due to the material’s surface tension. 

Then the material solidifies in a smoothed state. For optimal polishing results, its useful to be 

able to shape the laser beam spot for maximum accuracy. Laser cutting is a similar process in 

that it depends on the vaporizing of material using laser to cut the material. Usually, the 
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materials cut by laser are metals like steel and aluminium. This happens simply by melting 

the excess materials, then high pressure nitrogen is used to blow the molten metal out of the 

new surface. Laser beam shaping technology can enhance the accuracy and quality of such 

operations. 

 

Figure 2, laser polishing illustration (3) 

 

To achieve optimal results, the required laser spot on the surface of the material is preferably 

rectangular instead of the circular spot that it naturally occurs in which is due to the gaussian 

distribution of the beam of light. this paper will discuss a technique to achieve this with an 

arrangement of cylindric lens arrays and a focus lens (f-theta lens).  

A Cylindrical lens is an optical component which has different radii in the x and y axis with 

one of them being infinite. This gives it a cylindrical shape which allows for image 

magnification along one axis only. Cylindrical lenses expand or condense light in one 

direction along one axis. This specific design enables light from a laser, or any other source, 

to be focused into a one-dimensional line instead of a single point. This quality is extremely 

crucial for this laser shaping technique. A lens array of these cylindrical lenses would allow 

the segmentation of the laser beam to then layer it segment by segment, until the desired 

dimensions and homogeneity of the spot are achieved. 
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Figure 3, cylindrical lens illustrations (4) 

By using two cylindrical lens arrays made up of small lenslets that divide the laser beam into 

smaller beamlets followed by a focus lens to recollect the beamlets and focus them onto its 

focus plane. By placing one horizontally so the optical power axis is parallel to the x-axis and 

the other vertically with its optical axis parallel to the y-axis, the laser beam will expand in 

both the vertical and horizontal directions. This will result in the change of the spot caused by 

the laser from a circular shape a rectangular one. To better align and focus the refracted 

segments of laser into a more coherent and intense square spot, a focus lens such as f-theta 

lens is used. 

 

Figure 4, flat top beam profile illustration (5) 

 

f-theta lens is a focus lens that is designed to focus a laser beam onto a planar image plane. It 

is regularly used in scanning systems. An f-theta lens will be placed at the focal point of the 

second lens array. The spot of the laser will then be at the focus plane of the f-theta lens. The 

focal length of the f-theta lens is related to spot size in the image plane. By using geometric 

and optical mathematical equations, the relationship between the spot size and the focal 

length can be formulated. This paper investigates this technique of laser beam shaping along 

with the related parameters and considerations.  
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Chapter II 

Lasers Working Principle  

Atoms release energy in the form of light. In an atom, electrons spin around the nucleus in 

different orbits, each with its own energy level. When electrons shift to a lower energy level 

than their initial one, they emit energy in the form of light. Meaning they release a photon. 

For any electron to jump from a lower energy level to a high energy level they need to be 

stimulated with a photon. As the figure below shows, a nucleus with electrons spinning 

around it with different energy orbits E1, E2, and E3. (6) 

 

 

Figure 5, energy levels in an atom (6) 

 

Electrons transition from one energy level to another by either absorbing or releasing 

radiation. In three ways as follows.  

• Absorption of radiation  

• Spontaneous emissions  

• Stimulated emissions (6) 

 

Absorption of radiation  

The electrons spinning further away from the nucleus are at the higher energy levels, whereas 

the electrons orbiting close to the nucleus are at a low energy level and need additional 

energy to begin orbiting in a higher energy level. Light, heat, and electric fields are typical 

sources of that energy. Absorption of radiation is what happens when an electron in a lower 
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energy level engages with a photon and absorbs energy which allows it to jump to a higher 

energy level.   

 

 

Figure 6, illustration of radiation absorption (6) 

An electron in the low energy level requires sufficient energy to jump to a higher energy 

level. This energy must at least be equal to the difference of energy between the two levels. If 

the energy of the incoming photon is equal to the energy difference of the two levels, 

absorption of radiation occurs. 

Spontaneous emissions 

The excited electrons can only stay in the high energy level for a short period. The lifetime of 

an excited electron is the period an excited electron stays in the excited state, and it is about 

10-8 seconds. After this period the electron returns to the lower energy level by discharging 

energy in the form of a photon. Spontaneous emissions occur when the electron emits 

photons to return to the lower energy state. This emission occurs naturally -or spontaneously- 

after the lifetime of the excited electron is over.  
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Figure 7, spontaneous emissions illustration (6) 

With spontaneous emissions, the electrons return to the ground state without any photon 

interference. The emission of the photons occurs naturally. The photons emitted with 

spontaneous emissions have random changes of phase between them, which result in an 

incoherent beam of light. The photons emitted do not propagate in the same direction as the 

incident photons. (6) 

Stimulated emissions 

Instead of waiting for the excited electron’s lifetime to end, an alternative technique can be 

used. Energy is supplied directly to the electrons in the excited state in stimulated emissions. 

Unlike spontaneous emission where the photon is supplied to the lower energy electrons, It is 

the procedure in which a photon incidents an excited electron and forces its return to the 

lower energy level. This causes the electron to release energy in the form of light as it falls 

down to the ground state.  

The stimulated emissions process occurs much quicker when compared with spontaneous 

emissions. This is due to the fact that it doesn‘t occur naturally, it is rather induced and 

controlled.  With this technique two photons are emitted, the incident on and the photon 

released due to the energy release of the electron in the high energy.  
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Figure 8, illustration of stimulated emissions (6) 

Unlike spontaneous emissions, the photons emitted are all in phase and have the same 

frequency and energy, this means all the photons in the stimulated emission propagate in the 

same direction. Thus creating a uniform beam of light. The number of photons emitted is 

directly proportional to the number of excited electrons and the incoming light intensity. (6) 
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Laser Construction 

 

Figure 9, illustration of laser construction (7) 

The main three components of a laser are: 

• Energy Source  

• Laser medium  

• Optical Resonator 

Energy source or pump source is what provides the system with the energy needed to 

achieve laser emissions. To achieve these emissions energy is needed to produce population 

inversion. Population inversion is the process of obtaining a higher number of electrons in the 

excited state compared with the low energy state. Once population inversion is achieved, we 

have an active medium and there are more electrons in the higher energy levels. The energy 

source for a laser medium can be electric discharge, chemical reactions, xenon flash lamps 

and light focused from a diode laser –which is widely used in helium lasers. The type of 

energy source varies depending on the laser medium. (7)  

 

Laser mediums are what classifies a laser and determines its type and characteristics. The 

medium of a laser can be solid, gas, or liquid. Solid state mediums include certain crystals or 

glasses doped with rare-earth ions, for example neodymium, ytterbium, or erbium. One 

example of these lasers is ruby laser where a ruby crystal is used as a medium. Solid 

mediums can also be transition metal ions like titanium or chromium. Gaseous laser media 

include mixtures of helium and neon, nitrogen, argon, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, 

or metal vapours. A common gaseous laser is the helium-neon laser, their applications are 
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vast; including barcode scanners, tool alignment, and non-contact measuring. Liquid media 

are typically made up of organic dyes, usually as a liquid solution. These dyes provide a 

much wide range of wavelengths. These lasers generate laser emission from the excited 

energy states of the organic dyes mixed in a liquid solvent. (7) 

An optical resonator consists of two mirrors placed parallel to each other. One of the mirrors 

is fully reflective. the other is partially reflective. These mirrors are enhanced with different 

optical coatings that determine their reflectivity. The output coupler mirror allows some of 

the light in the laser medium to escape and form the laser beam. The beam created in the laser 

medium will bounce back and forth between the two mirrors which stimulates other electrons 

to release photons and fall back to the ground state, which in turn stimulates a large number 

of electrons to emit light achieving optical gain.  The light is reflected hundreds of times prior 

to its escape through the output coupler mirror. (7) 

 

Laser Properties 

There are four laser properties that enable it to melt through a block of steel: 

• High optical power density: The optical power density of a laser beam at some 

location is the optical power per unit area W/m2 or W/cm2. For a monochromatic 

gaussian beam the intensity I is equal to: 

𝐼 = 𝐼0𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−2𝑟2

𝑧2𝑤0
) = (

2𝑃

𝑧2𝑤0𝜋
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−2𝑟2

𝑧2𝑤0
) 

(1) 

 

Where I0 is the maximum irradiance at the center of the beam, z is the distance from the beam 

waist – the position along propagation direction, w0 is the waist radius, r is the radial distance 

away from the axis and P is the total power of the beam. (8) 

 

 

• Directionality: laser propagates light in one direction because all the photons travel 

in the same direction. the narrow width of the laser beam enables it to travel long 

distances without losing density. The direction of a laser is perpendicular to the output 

coupler mirror’s surface. Light spreads out uniformly and in all directions at ordinary 

light sources, whereas in laser, the light spreads in narrow solid angle. This is what 

gives laser a greater power density than ordinary light. 
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• Coherence: the wavelengths and frequencies of the laser light are all in phase with 

each other in space and time. This is because the electron transitions in a laser 

medium are controlled and happen artificially in comparison with ordinary light 

where the transitions happen spontaneously and at different time intervals producing 

photons that differ in energy, frequencies, and wavelengths. 

 

• Monochromatic: In a laser medium the photons emitted have the same wavelength, 

energy, and frequency. Wavelengths of the laser depend on the laser medium. (9) 

 

Characteristics describing the laser beam: 

• Beam divergence: is the angular measure of how fast a beam expands away from the 

beam waist as explained in the figure 10. The beam divergence half angle is measured 

by the formula:  

ɵ = 𝑀2
𝜆

𝑤0
 

 

(2) 

 

where M2 is the beam quality factor – sometimes referred to as beam propagation 

factor, λ is the wavelength in the medium, and w0 is the beam radius at the beam 

waist. The full divergence angle can be calculated by multiplying the equation by two. 

(9) 
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Figure 10, beam divergence figure, (9) 

 

• Beam waist: also referred to as beam focus, is the location along the propagation of 

the laser beam where the beam radius is a minimum value. Respectively the waist 

diameter is the diameter of the beam at that location. The waist of a gaussian beam is 

defined as the location along propagation where the irradiance is 1/e2(13.5%) of its 

maximum value. This is an important parameter as it affects the beam divergence 

angle and thus the beam quality. (10) 

• Beam quality: is understood as a measure of how tightly a beam can be focused with 

limited beam divergence. It is quantified in two ways. With the beam parameter 

product (BPP) which is the product of the beam divergence angle with the waist 

radius of the beam. Or with the M2 factor, defined as the beam parameter product 

divided by λ/π. It compares the performance of a real laser with a diffraction-limited 

gaussian beam. Low values of BPP or M2 indicate a high-quality laser beam. M2 = 1 

for a perfect gaussian beam. (11) 

Lasers Beam Machining 

The previous section discussed the properties of the laser light that enable it to cut 

through dense metals. The high optical power density, and its extreme directionality. This 

section will go into details of how laser light machining works and what the components 

of a typical laser machining system are. 
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Laser beam machining is a thermal non-contact machining process. It‘s a mechanism for 

material removal using the heat generated by the high-power density laser light focused 

on the material surface through a focus lens. The focused laser light melts, evaporates and 

chemically degrades the material.   

Principle elements of laser machining system: 

 

Figure 11, LBM illustration of elements involved (12) 

 

Laser this is where the laser light is emitted through stimulated and spontaneous emissions. 

The lasing medium attributes to the wavelengths, optical power and type of laser beam 

formed. Typical types of laser media used for metal processing are gas media, specifically 

CO2 gas is most used due to its long emission wavelength (10.6μm) which leads to better 

absorption by the machined material. Another advantage is their high output power. Helium 

neon lasers and fibre lasers are also used commonly when machining metal sheets. After the 

laser beam is formed it goes through a beam expander. Beam expander is a telescope that 

increases the diameter of the input beam from the laser to a larger output beam. It consists of 

two lenses separated by a sum of their focal lengths. Galilean telescopes are used as beam 

expanders, and they are made up of a positive and a negative lens. The output beam from the 

beam expander then is reflected by mirror which reflects the beam directly to a focusing 

optic (lens). the mirror acts as a guidance element to the laser beam and it’s a part of the 

optical system that shapes the laser beam. The last optical element that the beam goes through 
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before interacting with the workpiece is the lens. The lens acts as a transmissive focusing 

optic. It’s a positive lens and its purpose is to focus the incoming laser beam into a point on 

the workpiece surface. (13) (12) 

 

Chapter III: Important concepts  

Gaussian beam distribution 

Laser beams are assumed to be gaussian with an irradiance profile that follows an ideal 

gaussian distribution. Irradiance is the radiant flux received by a surface per unit area 

[W/m2]. Real laser beams deviate slightly from the ideal gaussian behaviour. The gaussian 

distribution is a radially symmetric distribution where the irradiance profile decreases as the 

distance from the centre of the beam perpendicular to the direction of propagation increases. 

It is the fundamental mode for laser beams. The transverse optical intensity distribution of a 

beam is described with the gaussian function in equation (1) described in the previous 

chapter. 

 

Figure 12, gaussian beams intensity distribution (14) 

 

The Rayleigh range – also called the Rayleigh distance, is the distance from the beam waist 

where the beam radius increases by a factor of the square root of two. In other words, where 

the spot area exactly doubles. This is an important quantity for determining the field of focus 

of a laser beam. (8) 
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While most laser beams are gaussian, for many applications it is desirable to have a non-

gaussian irradiance profile as gaussian beams have a decrease in their symmetric irradiance 

profiles when the distance from the beam waist increases. Applications related to laser beam 

machining such as laser polishing and engraving benefit more from a uniform irradiance 

profile along the cross section of the laser beam waist; which corresponds to the focused spot. 

Laser beams with such a constant irradiance are called Flat top beams – sometimes referred 

to as Top Hat beams. (15) 

 

Figure 13, example of the difference in irradiance profile between a gaussian and flat top laser beam (15) 

Gaussian beam lasers are cost efficient and more common, but their disadvantage to flat top 

beams is having low irradiance regions around the focused spot. This leads to wasted energy 

if the optical intensity in these regions is lower than the required threshold. Flat top beams 

offer  more predictable and accurate results when used in laser beam machining. Flat top laser 

beams provide cleaner more precise cuts in contrast to gaussian beams. The proximity of a 

real beam to an ideal flat top beam can be evaluated with the flatness factor Fn. It is 

calculated as so: 

𝐹𝑛 =  
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 [

𝑊
𝑚2]

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 [
𝑊
𝑚2]

 

(2) 
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Laser beams with gaussian intensity distribution are converted to flat top beams through 

different beam shapers using different techniques. (16) 

Overview of Beam Shaping used techniques 

Beam shaping is the procedure of redistributing the irradiance and phase of a beam of light. 

The beam shape is determined by the irradiance distribution. Beam shaping is required in 

many laser processing applications such as laser cutting, engraving, and industrial and 

medical applications as well. There are two major ways for laser beam shaping based on the 

methods and elements used; the first is through diffractive optical elements (DOEs), such as 

beamsplitters. The second is through refractive optical elements. Such as Beam 

Homogenizers. The required technique for shaping a laser beam depends on the application it 

is used for, type of processes and laser power, and on cost limitations of a specific 

application. (17) 

Diffractive beam shaping 

Diffraction of light is the change in direction of waves as they pass through an opening or a 

slit, or around a barrier in their path. Diffractive optical elements do not change the speed or 

wavelength of the light waves coming through. A simple beam shaping method using DOEs 

is achieved through aperturing of the beam as shown in figure 14. In this technique the beam 

is first expanded and collimated then an aperture is used to select a suitably flat portion of the 

beam with relatively homogeneous irradiance. The disadvantage of this technique is that it is 

not lossless. It is optimal, for obvious reasons, that the beam shaping operation conserve 

energy. Furthermore, if the irradiance of the input beam is not suitable, it might not be 

possible to find an aperture size and position that would yield a desirable result. (18) 

 

Figure 14, illustration of a uniform flat beam obtained through an aperture (18) 
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Diffractive elements typically operate collimated coherent beams with an optional focus lens. 

A typical use of diffractive elements is splitting the laser beam into an array of spot. A 

collimated beam incidents the diffractive element - commonly made with multiple holes but 

can also be patterned depending on the application - and is then split into different spots 

depending on the geometry of the diffractive element as the figure shows below.  

 

Figure 15, beam splitting illustration (19) 

Refractive beam shaping  

Refractive beam shapers utilize lenses that bend light waves to achieve a flat-top uniform 

beam from a gaussian beam input. Field mapping refractive beam shapers are well-known 

and used often. They are commonly implemented as telescopic systems of two lenses with 

collimated beams at the input and output. The change of irradiance profile from gaussian to 

uniform is realized by accurate introducing of wave aberration by the first component to 

redistribute the energy, and further its compensation by the second one. The resulting 

collimated output beam has uniform irradiance, flat wave front and is free of aberrations. (18) 

 

Figure 16, illustration of the basic principle of refractive beam shaping (18) 

Refractive beam shapers are often accompanied with a telescopic system to expand the 

collimated beam. An objective lens and an image lens are placed before the beam shaping 
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combination of lenses for the expansion of the beam. Figure 17 illustrates the optical layout 

of these systems. (18) 

 

Figure 17, refractive beam shaping principle with expander telescope (18) 

Beam homogenizers 

Also called beam integrators, consist of two basic components; first is the sub-aperture array 

which is made up of two lenslet arrays which segment the input collimated beam into an 

array of beamlets. Followed by a focusing lens that superimposes the beamlets on its focus 

plane to form a laser spot with a uniform irradiance profile. The beamlets are overlapped and 

focused on the target plane. An example of a system with this construction is illustrated 

below. Preceding the first lens array is another lens array placed with its optical power axis 

perpendicular to the first lens array. The second lens array in the figure is acts as a field lens 

which increases the field of view. The incident beam is of course collimated, and 

homogenization is achieved by dividing the wave front into separate beams with each lens 

element and then focusing those beams with the focusing lens onto the target area. The 

quality of the uniformity is based on the number of lens elements within the lens arrays. This 

is the limiting factor of this system. (18) 

 

Figure 18, laser beam homogenizers (18) 
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F-theta lens 

f-theta lenses have been designed to provide a high performance in laser applications such as 

engraving and scanning systems as well as material processing. For laser engraving and 

scanning, a planar imaging field is desired for the best results. A spherical lens can only 

image along a sphere. The flat-field scanning lens is a solution to this problem. However, the 

displacement of the beam depends on the product of the effective focal length and tangent of 

the deflection angle [f * tan (ɵ)]. (20) 

 

Figure 19, comparison illustration (20) 

The ideal solution is to produce a linear displacement which would result in a constant scan 

rate. F-theta lenses are constructed with a barrel distortion that gives a displacement that is 

linear with ɵ. This response removes the need for complicated electronic correction and 

provides a fast, compact, and reliable scanning system. The compact design of the f-theta lens 

allows the user to reduce the number of optical components required to provide a flat image 

plane. The ability of these lenses to realize tighter spot sizes means that the resolution for 

scanning and printing is better. This also means higher intensity for engraving or material 

processing and most importantly the spot size is constant in resolution and intensity across 

the entire image plane. F-theta lenses are easier to control because by controlling the angle of 

deflection [ɵ] we will know how far from the optical axis the spot will be. (20)  
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Cylindrical lenses 

Cylindrical lenses can be plano-convex (focuses light) or plano-concave (expands light). 

Cylindric lenses focus light to a line in only one axis. The line generated is parallel to the 

cylindrical lens’s axis of optical power as is shown in figure 20. (4) 

 

Figure 20, cylindrical lenses (21) 

Cylindric vs spherical lenses (in terms of geometry): 

 

Figure 21, geometry of cylindrical lenses (22) 

Cylindrical lenses are used to expand, focus, or condense incoming light. They can be used to 

expand the output of a laser diode into a symmetrical beam. Spherical lenses focus light into 

a point. (4) 

Considering a ray from infinity, the focal point of a cylindrical lens is equal to: 
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1

𝑓′
=  

1

𝑝′
−

1

𝑝
 ,   lens equation (3) 

 

p = - ∞ , p’=f’ 

Cylindrical lenses as thick lenses: 

 

Figure 22, thick lens illustration of parameters (23) 

Transfer equations: 

𝑛′

𝑠′
−

𝑛

𝑠
 = 

𝑛′−𝑛

𝑟
  (4) 

Effective focal length: 

f’=
𝑠1′.𝑠2′.𝑠3′….

𝑠1.𝑠2.𝑠3….
 (5) 

holds for the paraxial space, where sinα = α. (23) 

 

Figure 23, thick lens parameters. (23) 

For a centered system of spherical surfaces (or cylindric surfaces, calculated in the meridional 

plane), i.e. a lens or lens combinations. 
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Figure 24, thick lens illustration. (23) 

 

most common applications of cylindrical lenses include astigmatism correction and laser line 

generation.  

• An abnormality in the curvature of the cornea causes light to focus at different point 

in the cornea. This is called astigmatism and it is corrected using a cylindrical lens 

placed in front of the eye to focus the incoming light.  

• Laser line generator: Cylindric lenses can also be used as laser line generators, the 

incoming laser from the laser cavity will be focused to a line after passing through a 

cylindrical lens. So, a laser line will be generated. This is important for engineering 

applications like laser cutting and laser polishing. An aspherical cylindrical lens with 

a protective coating is usually used. (4) 

 

Figure 25, cylindrical lens as a laser ling generator (4) 
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Chapter IV: Practical Work 

The goal of this work is to reshape the gaussian laser beam with a circular spot to a 

rectangular spot of WidthxHeight dimensions and to control the width of the rectangular spot.  

Numerical analysis of the situation: 

Two parameters are crucial to the construction of this system, provided that it is treated as 

thin lens system. One of them is the ratio of focal lengths of the lens arrays, the focal length 

of the lens arrays, and the height of the lens elements in the lens arrays.  

The situation is illustrated below:  

 

Figure 26, illustration of optical elements in the x-y plane 

 

Figure 27, illustration of optical elements in the x-z plane 

L1 and L2 are cylindrical lens arrays, both placed at a distance from f-theta lens 
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chosen to be equal to their focal lengths to obtain the initial spot size and maintain the similar 

triangle ratios. They are placed in a crossed manner with their optical axis perpendicular to 

each other. The rectangular resultant spot will therefore be at the focus plane of the f-theta 

lens. Let hs be the height of the spot and in its perpendicular direction ws as the width. While 

both lens arrays are equal in size and diameter of their cylindric lens elements, their focal 

lengths must be different to obtain a rectangular spot shape. Assuming that L1 contributes the 

height of spot. and L2 contributes the width, then the ratios of their parameter will be as 

following: 

𝐷1 

𝑓′1
=

ℎ𝑠

𝑓′𝑓ɵ
  

 

(6) 

𝐷2

𝐹2
=

𝑤𝑠

𝑓′𝑓ɵ
 

 

(7) 

𝑤𝑠

ℎ𝑠
=

𝑓′1
𝑓′2

 

 

(8) 

The ratios above are obtained by the similarity of the triangles formed when two laser rays 

parallel to the optical axis refract through the system. Based on the formulas, the ratio of 

width to height of spot must be equal to the ratio of the focal lengths of L1 and L2. 

If the width is three times the height, the focal length of the first lens array L1 must be three 

times the focal length of lens array L2. 

The focal length of the f-theta lens f’fɵ - or the focus lens - is crucial to the structure of the 

system. It corresponds distance at which a specimen is placed for machining (polishing, 

cutting). The focal plane of f-theta is where the optimum size and intensity of the spot will 

be. One of the lens arrays will be responsible for the height and the other for the width. In the 

experiment two cylindrical lenses were used instead of two lens arrays. The equations that 

relate the parameters of the lenses with the spot size are derived as follows: 
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Figure 28, schematic of cylindric lens and f-theta lens for ratio calculation 

 

1
2ℎ
𝑓′1

=

1
2𝑆

𝑓′𝑓ɵ
 

 

(9) 

tan ɑ  = 
𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒

𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡
 

 

(10) 

1
2ℎ
𝑓′1

=

1
2𝑆

𝑓′𝑓ɵ
=  tan ɑ 

 

(11) 

𝑆 =
ℎ𝑓′𝑓ɵ

𝑓′1
 

 

(12) 

 

Equation 12 is a very important relation. It describes the relationship between the spot size 

and some of the crucial parameters of the lenses. The spot size in one axis, either x or y axis 

depending on the lens array involved (whether width or height) is determined by the height of 

the cylindric lens – the diameter, the focal lengths of the f-theta lens and of the cylindric lens 

itself. This holds true for both lenses – or lens arrays, with either the horizontal or the vertical 

axis.  
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This relation also indicates that the only parameters that affect the spot size are the height and 

focal lengths of the lenses. The spot size does not depend on the lenslets distances from f-

theta lens nor from each other. This means that to change the size of the laser spot, the height 

or the focal lengths must be manipulated accordingly.  

Note that the focal lengths of L1 and L2 are crucial to the system, but not the distances 

between them. Let’s trace the lower rim ray, which determines the top point of the spot in the 

f-theta focal plane, i.e. the spot size. Sliding the lens along the optical axis, we see that the 

lower rim rays are all parallel for any lens position. Any set of parallel rays will be focused at 

a point in the focal plane as the figure illustrate below. Rays coming from infinity will first be 

focused at the focal point of the lens L1, then in the focal plane of f-theta lens. This illustrates 

that the distance L1 is placed doesn’t play a part in deciding the spot as the angle will be the 

same. The mathematical proof is that the lenslet distance does not appear in equation (12). 

 

Figure 29, illustration of moving the cylindrical lens and its consquence 

 

Changing the spot size 

To make the spot size bigger or smaller one technique is to change the focal length of the lens 

by adding another lens with its own focal length. A concave cylindrical lens can be added and 

used as a zoom lens in one axis. A change in the distance between the cylindrical lens and the 

concave cylindrical lens will result in a change of their effective focal length, which will 

result in the change of the size of the spot in one axis depending on the axis of the first 

cylindric lens. The mathematical relation for obtaining the effective focal length of the 

second lens array [f’2] and the focal length of the zoom lens [f'z] is as follows: 
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Figure 30, schematic of optical system with concave lens 

𝑓′2,𝑧 =
𝑓′2𝑓′𝑧

𝑓′2 + 𝑓′𝑧 − 𝑑
 

(13) 

 

Where d is the distance between the two lenses. This is the variable to control in the system 

by moving the zoom lens, which would affect the focal length and thereby change the spot 

size in one direction. The joined equation for obtaining the spot size will then be: 

𝑆 =
ℎ𝑓′𝑓ɵ

𝑓′2,𝑧
= 𝑆 =

ℎ𝑓′𝑓ɵ

𝑓′2𝑓′𝑧

𝑓′2 +  𝑓′𝑧 − 𝑑

 

 

(14) 

 

Where S is the spot size in one axis. The zoom lens only allows the change in spot size in one 

axis. Either width or height depending on its axis of optical power. To change the size in both 

axis x and y, another concave cylindrical lens must be placed. This won’t be needed for 

applications such as laser polishing and engraving which don’t require such a modification. 

Changing the spot size in one axis is efficient enough.  
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Experiment  

To test the formulated relations of the beam shaping optical system, an experiment was 

conducted using lenses and equipment available in the optical lab of the department of 

Automatization and Control Engineering. The goal of the experiment is to verify the relations 

obtained in the previous section.  

Equipment and elements used:  

1. He-Ne laser: this is the source of the laser beam 

2. Space filter: made up of a microscope objective and a pinhole. This element is used to 

expand the laser light to a divergent beam. 

3. Collimator: a collimator is a positive lens used here to change the diverging light rays 

to a parallel rays. f‘=500mm 

4. Two convex cylindric lenses: two positive cylindric lenses. One with f‘1= 50mm, the 

other f‘2=110mm. These two lenses together with focus lens and zoom lens form the 

optical system for this beam shaping technique. 

5. One concave cylindric lens: the zoom lens, a negative concave cylindric lens which is 

responsible for changing the size of the produced spot in one direction. f’z=-30mm 

6. Focus lens: a positive lens, with a relatively high focal length. this will come in f-theta 

lens‘ stead for the experiment; focal length f‘=250mm 

7. Lens holders: instruments that hold the lenses in proper place. 

8. Caliper and ruler: used for measurement of dimensions and spaces between the 

elements of the system. 

9. Two mirrors: they‘re used here to reflect and change the direction of the laser light 

into the system of lenses. 

10. Diaphragm: used to stop down the beam. Diameter is variable, for the experiment set 

to 20mm. 
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Creating a beam of parallel rays: 

For our application the laser beam must be collimated. To generate collimated light from a 

divergent beam, we use a collimator lens with its focus coinciding with the divergent beam’s 

focus. The figure below illustrates the components of the system. 

 

Figure 31, illustration of entire system of components 

Steps:  

1. Firstly, the adjustment of the space filter was made. A mirror was placed against the 

front mechanical face of the space filter. The back-reflected beam was observed. The 

space filter was rotated until a spot from the reflected beam was seen at the laser. 
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At this setting the space filter’s optical axis is parallel to the laser beam. The height 

and side adjustment were made to make the laser beam and space filter’s optical axes 

colinear. Lastly, we focused the pinhole until the most perfectly circular spot was 

achieved without any rings around the spot as shown in the pictures below. 

 

 

Figure 32, pictures of the spot before and after focusing the pinhole 

2. Then the diameter of the beam was checked first before the collimator where a mirror 

was placed to reflect and adjust the direction of the beam into the collimator. After the 

beam enters the collimator, the collimator’s position is adjusted and the output beam’s 

diameter was observed, if the diameter of the beam got increasingly bigger after the 

collimator, then the collimator is placed too close to the pinhole. If the beam’s 

diameter got smaller and then bigger, meaning the beam converged to a certain point 

then began diverging before the collimator, meaning the collimator is too far from the 

focused pinhole. 

 

Figure 33, picture illustrating the collimated beam with equal diameters at the collimator and at projection on the wall 
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3. After this, a mirror was placed in front of the collimator and the collimator’s position 

was shifted lightly and tilted until the smallest spot size was observed in the back 

reflection from the second mirror on the pinhole. If the pinhole was exactly at the 

focal point of the beam, the beam will diverge beyond the pinhole into the collimator, 

then a beam of parallel rays would propagate from the collimator. 

4. To further verify the collimation of the beam, a parallel plate was placed after the 

collimator to observe the spot. If the beam was of parallel rays, a uniformly 

illuminated spot will be observed on the surface of the plate. If the beam was not of 

parallel rays, interference fringes would appear on a screen behind the plate and the 

collimator’s position will be shifted until the interference fringes become wider and 

wider so as to realize one interference fringe wide enough to form an equally 

illuminated spot. 
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Procedure of expirement 

The experiment is divided into two tasks. Firstly, changing the laser spot shape from 

circular to rectangular and checking functionality of system. The second task is adding 

the negative concave cylindric lens to change the spot size.  

Task 1: Changing the spot shape 

Preparation began with emitting the laser light onto a mirror, which then is reflected into 

the beam expander. The beam from here is reflected by the second mirror followed by an 

aperture stop of 20mm in diameter then the beam propagates through the collimator 

which turns the laser light into a beam of parralel rays. Then the laser beam enters the 

beam shaping system comprised of two positive cylindrical lenses and a focus lens. The 

first is placed horizontally and the second vertically. Both the cylindrical lenses have been 

stopped down with slits of 5mm height. Finally, the laser is focused with the focus lens 

onto the focus plane of the focus lens with f‘=250mm. The placement of the elements is 

shown below. 

 

Figure 34, picture of elements of the system 

Both cylindrical lenses are placed so that their focal points are on the focus lens’s surface. 

This is done to keep in line with the formulas as the position of the cylindrical lenses relative 

to each other is not a factor in determining the spot size. 

calculated values: 
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for h1=5mm= h2, f‘1=110mm, f‘2=50mm, f’f=250mm 

the calculated height of the spot is: 

𝑆𝐻 =
ℎ𝐹′

𝑓

𝐹′
1

=  
5 ∗ 250

110
= 11.363𝑚𝑚 

Width: 

 

𝑆𝑊 =
ℎ𝐹′

𝑓

𝐹′
1

=  
5 ∗ 250

50
= 25𝑚𝑚 

SH and SW are the calculated values for the spot size. In theory, these dimensions result in a 

rectangular spot of size 11.36x25mm. 

Measured spot: 

The spot size produced by this system resulted to be indeed rectangular with size 

12.5x26mm. As shown in the pictures below. 

 

The offset of 1mm in between the measured and calculated values may be due to;  

1) the lenses having a slightly different focal length. This is normal as there are tolerences to 

focal lengths. 

2) Measuring the spot at a location slightly off the focal plane of the focus lens. 

3) The laser beam not consisting of perfectly parallel rays. The focal plane position of the 

focus lens was determined during the experiment by finding the smallest spot after taking out 

the cylindric lenses. 

4) The paper slit stopping the cylindric lenses down being not precisely 5mm high. 
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The result in the images above verify the relations calculated and validate the functionality of 

this beam shaping technique. The spot height or width depends on the focal lengths of the 

lenses and the height of the cylindrical lenses – or the height of the slit used to stop them 

down. 

Testing focal length ratio relation to spot dimensions: 

Calculated: 

𝑤𝑠

ℎ𝑠
=

𝑓′1
𝑓′2

=  
110

50
=

25

11.36
= 2.20 

 

Measured: 

𝑤𝑠

ℎ𝑠
=

26

12.5
= 2.08 ≈

𝑓′1
𝑓′2

 ≡ 2.2 

 

This indicates that the equation of the ratios of focal length to spot width and height holds 

true. During the expirement both cylindrical lenses were moved and no changes in the spot 

dimensions were observed. This is an experimental proof of the independence of the spot size 

to the lenses‘ distances from the f-theta lens as formula (12) concluded. 

Task 2: Changing the spot size 

Procedure:  

Changing the spot size can be achieved in three ways; by changing the focal lengths of either 

the cylindrical lenses or both, changing the f-theta lens focal length – this could be done by 

swapping the lens itself or adding additional optical elements. Or by changing the height of 

cylindric lenses. The most applicable way is to change the focal length of the lens directly 

before the f-theta lens (lens 2) by adding a concave cylindrical lens. Call it a zoom lens with 

f‘z=-30mm. This will change the effective focal length of lens 2 and enable the control of 

their focal lengths by manipulating the distance between the two lenses as in formula (15): 
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𝑓′2,𝑧 =
𝑓′2𝑓′𝑧

𝑓′2 + 𝑓′𝑧 − 𝑑
 

 

(15) 

 

This will in turn change the spot size in one axis -the axis of optical power of both cylindrical 

lenses, as so: 

𝑆 =
ℎ𝑓′𝑓ɵ

𝑓′2,𝑧
= 𝑆 =

ℎ𝑓′𝑓ɵ

𝑓′2𝑓′𝑧

𝑓′2 +  𝑓′𝑧 − 𝑑

 

(16) 

 Calculated values:  

f’2[mm] f’z[mm] d[mm] f’2,z[mm] Sy[mm] 

110 -30 50 -110 11.36 

110 -30 60 -165 7.57 

110 -30 70 330 3.78 

110 -30 81 3300 0.37 

 

 

Measured values: 

With increasing the distance between Lz and  L2 incrementally by 10mm, except for the last 

increament was 11mm to keep getting real results as d=80mm yields a f’2,z = infinity, so 
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81mm was used to keep the denominator in equation (16) a real value. the following Sy values 

were measured: 

d[mm] Sy[mm] 

50 12.5 

60 7.6 

70 4.4 

81 1 

 

 

The spot size values are very sensitive to the focal lengths and to the stop size used to stop 

the cylindrical lenses i.e., the used height of the lenses, as well as the lenses’ separation.  
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The plot relating the spot height with lense’ distance and relating f‘2 influence is as follows:: 
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Conclusion  

The goal of this thesis was to investigate a laser beam shaping technique that controls the 

shape and size of the laser spot. With two positive lens arrays of cylindrical lens elements to 

divide the input collimated laser beam into beamlets for them to later be superimposed onto 

the focal plane of the f-theta lens, and a negative lens array for controlling the spot size in one 

dimension. During the experiment the offset between the measured and calculated values was 

0.5 mm on average and it may be due to the following reasons as mentioned above in this 

chapter; 1) the lenses having a slightly different focal length due to different focal length 

tolerances 2) Measuring the spot at a location slightly off the focal plane of the focus lens. 3) 

The laser beam not consisting of perfectly parallel rays. 4) The size of the slit used to stop 

down the cylindrical lenses. However, the results of the experiment confirm that the beam 

shaping technique is indeed functional and controllable. an optical system with the 

components in this experiment was simulated using Zemax software by the thesis supervisor 

Ing. Bc. Sarka Nemcova, Ph.D. With L1 focal length being 110mm, L2=50mm, L3 as the 

zoom lens with f‘=-30mm and the f-theta lens with focal length of 250mm. the height of the 

lenslets of L1 and L2 was 5mm. The distance d between L2 and L3 was increased 

increamentally as in the experiment from 50mm to 60mm to 70mm to 80mm. The layout is as 

follows:  

 

Figure 35, Screenshot of system in Zemax software 

The spots obtained at each position of Lz were the following:  

At d=50mm, the spot width was ws= 11.14 mm 
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Figure 36, spot size with d=50mm 

 

At d=60mm, the spot width was ws= 7.4 mm 

 

Figure 37, spot size with d=60mm 

At d=70mm, the spot width was ws= 3.64 mm 

 

Figure 38, spot size with d=70mm 
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At d=80mm, the spot width was ws= 0.1 mm 

 

Figure 39, spot size at d=80mm 

Results of the zemax simulation verify the ability of the technique to form a rectangular spot 

of the laser beam and verifies its controlability. In addition to the reasons mentioned above, 

The slight offset between the values obtained from the Zemax simulation and values 

measured during the experiment may be due to the extreme sensitivity of the spot size to the 

size of the slit used to stop down the cylindrical lenses during the experiment.  
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